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Abstract—Event-level signatures for smart home Internet-ofThings devices are the fundamental of many security enhancement systems for home networks equipped with smart home
systems. However, existing event signature extraction methods
for smart home devices are in a dilemma where the precision,
generality and robustness of the signatures cannot be satisfied at
the same time. In this paper, we present P INBALL, a universal tool
that can automatically extract robust signatures for events happening on smart home devices. P INBALL uses length distributions
of bidirectional packets generated by smart home devices as signatures for their trigger-events. It is lightweight and independent
of the protocols. Besides, the signatures extracted by P INBALL
are more robust and achieve better detection accuracy than
previous state-of-the-art methods. Nevertheless, we argue that
such signatures are double-edged swords that can not only help
with the network management but also threaten the user privacy.
We analyze these signatures from a comprehensive perspective
and try to propose some possible measures to make such packet
length side channels able to be used for legitimate purposes like
security enhancement with the user privacy preserved.
Index Terms—Internet-of-Things, signature extraction, smart
home, user privacy, cyber security

I. I NTRODUCTION
As an application of Internet-of-Things (IoT) technology,
smart home ecosystems have been flourishing in recent years
because they bring great convenience to people’s daily life
by enabling the cooperation and remote control of different
kinds of smart home devices. However, deployment of smart
home devices also poses challenges to the security of the home
networks. Due to constrained computation and communication
resources, smart home devices behave much differently from
those general-purpose devices and are faced with many special
security threats [1], [2]. To fortify the security of smart
home systems, knowing the profile of the normal behaviors of different smart home devices is the fundamental of
many security enhancement measures. In fact, previous works
have demonstrated that signatures or fingerprints for events
happening on the smart home devices (trigger-events, e.g.
“toggle ON/OFF” and “Intensity”/“Color”) can be extracted
based on their traffic characteristics even with the adoption of
encryption [3]–[7].
Previous works mainly use two different ways to extract
event-level signatures for smart home devices. Some leverage
statistical features of the spatial-temporal characteristics of the
traffic generated by smart home devices and employ machine
learning models to identify which event is happening on the
978-3-903176-32-4 © 2021 IFIP

devices that trigger them to generate the traffic [3], [6], [7].
The others try to find some simple but unique features of
the events to serve as the signatures that can be identified
through direct numerical matching, such as exact values of
packet lengths or short sequences of packets with specific
lengths and directions [4], [5]. If precise signatures for the
communication behaviors can always be got for the smart
home devices, network managers will be able to accurately
detect the potential intrusions or device misbehaviors in the
network that connects these devices. However, given the rapid
development and diverse communication techniques of smart
home ecosystems, both of these two kinds of methods have
limitations. Signatures by machine learning based approaches
are not precise enough. Simple but unique signatures lack
robustness, because they are sensitive to the disturbance like
packet loss, retransmission and out-of-order. Besides, existing
methods to extract this kind of signatures are not universal,
limited to certain service (web) [4] or protocol (TCP) [5].
These drawbacks may all cause many false positives and false
negatives when they are applied to security enhancement in
the wild.
To address the problems of existing signature extraction
methods for smart home devices, in this paper, we present
P INBALL, a universal tool that can extract robust signatures
for events happening on smart home devices. P INBALL uses
measurable probability distributions of bidirectional packet
lengths generated by smart home devices as signatures for the
trigger-events. Such signatures can be identified directly by
discrepancy metrics and are independent of the communication
services or protocols. Thus, P INBALL gains both generality
and robustness for the event-level signature extraction of smart
home devices.
Despite the advantages of P INBALL, we argue that the
event-level signatures for smart home devices extracted by
P INBALL and other previous methods are double-edged
swords. On one hand, they can be used to monitor the
traffic generated by smart home devices and detect potential
intrusions and device misbehaviors [3], [8]–[10]. On the other
hand, they may cause user privacy leakage because malicious
eavesdroppers can use these signatures to infer the activities
of the users [6], [7], [11], [12]. For example, if the attackers
get the signatures of turning off events for many appliances
and the lock event of the home door, they may infer that
nobody is in the house now and it is a chance to do something
bad. Besides, the signatures for some health-care devices may

expose the daily routines or health conditions of the users
to undesired strangers. Previous works usually treat these
signatures from a one-sided view, either to make use of
them to enhance the security or to eliminate them to prevent
user privacy leakage. We take the first step to regard this
problem comprehensively and discuss how we can utilize these
signatures properly. The contribution of this paper can be
summarized as follows:
• We propose to use length distributions of bidirectional
packets generated by smart home devices as signatures for
events happening on them. Experiments show that such
probability distribution signatures are more robust to the
disturbance and can get better event detection accuracy.
• We design and implement P INBALL , a universal tool
that can automatically extract signatures for smart home
devices from their traffic traces no matter what protocols
they use to communicate.
• We give comprehensive analyses about the implications
of the signatures extracted by P INBALL, or at a higher
level, the packet-length-based side channels of smart
home devices. We try to propose countermeasures to
make these signatures able to be used for legitimate
purposes such as intrusion detection under the premise
that the user privacy will not be exposed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
summarizes the related works. Section III gives an illustrative
example for the motivation of P INBALL design and describes
the threat model. Section IV demonstrates how P INBALL
works. Section V shows the evaluation results. Section VI
discusses the countermeasures for the event-level signatures
of smart home devices. Section VII concludes the work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Device-level Fingerprints: To know what smart home devices
are existing in the network is usually the first step for the
management of these devices. Therefore, many works try to
classify different smart home devices based on their traffic
characteristics [13]–[22]. Spatial-temporal features in different
resolutions, including packet level, flow level and session level
are extracted as fingerprints and then fed into machine learning
models to identify the type of the device which generates
the traffic. These works only focus on the identification of
the device type but do not care about what events happen
on the smart home devices. Traffic fingerprints extracted by
these works can be regarded as device-level coarse-grained
signatures for smart home devices. Nevertheless, only when
network managers know the fine-grained event-level signatures
of the devices, can they be able to monitor the working states
of deployed smart home devices and detect anomalies. Thus,
our work concentrates on the more precise signatures that can
identify the exact trigger-events of the smart home devices.
Event-level Signatures: H OME S NITCH by OConnor et. al.
employs statistical features of the throughput, burstiness, synchronicity and duration to identify the activities of smart home
devices [3]. Some other works also follow the same way to
utilize spatial-temporal features and machine learning models

to classify the trigger-events of smart home devices [6], [7],
[23]. The statistical features used by these methods can be
seen as summaries of many different properties and are not
precise enough for missing lots of details. So machine learning
models are necessary to find the hidden relations between these
features and the trigger-events and help with the identification
of the signatures.
Apthorpe et. al. show that the traffic rates can be used to
infer the changes of the working states of the smart home devices triggered by user actions [11]. Junges et. al. demonstrate
that the exact values of the lengths of the packets exchanging
between the smart home devices and the remote web services
can serve as the signatures for the actions performed on the
devices [4]. These works use simple values to directly identify
the trigger-events of smart home devices. However, they only
apply to events which lead to large changes on traffic volume
[11] or communications through web services [4].
To our best knowledge, current state-of-the-art method to
extract event-level signatures for smart home devices using
simple but unique values is P ING P ONG presented by Trimananda et. al. [5]. They find that just short sequences of
packets of specific lengths, exchanged between the devices, the
smartphones and the cloud, can uniquely identify the device
events. Based on the observation, they design P ING P ONG to
automatically extract this kind of simple but precise signatures
and validate them in many datasets. Nevertheless, P ING P ONG
also has limitations, with the most notable one being that it
only applies to devices that use TCP protocol to communicate.
What’s more, P ING P ONG requires a relatively complex process to extract the signatures, including packet filtering, flow
reassembling and clustering. Considering P ING P ONG gets the
best current performance using simple features directly as
event-level signatures for smart home devices, we take it as
the baseline of our work and use experiments to show the
advantages of P INBALL.
Implications: Some works use event-level signatures of smart
home devices as the profile of their normal communication
behaviors to monitor the encrypted traffic generated by them
and detect potential misbehaviors and intrusions [3], [8]–[10].
At the same time, great concerns have been shown about
the threats of these signatures to the user privacy because
they can also be used by malicious eavesdroppers to infer the
activities of the users. Defensive countermeasures like packet
padding [5], [12] and traffic shaping [11] are proposed to
prevent this kind of side channel attacks. However, we still
lack a comprehensive understanding about the implications
of these signatures as double-edged swords. It remains to
be investigated whether these signatures can be used for
legitimate purposes in a privacy-preserved way.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
At first, we use our observation on a concrete smart home
device, TP-Link Smart Plug, to illustrate how the design of
P INBALL is inspired and how the signatures extracted by
P INBALL differentiate from that by previous works. Then,
we describe the threat model. Unlike previous works that

Fig. 1. The sequence pattern of packet lengths and directions for TP-Link Plug
toggling on. Every time the device is toggled on, the same packet sequence
in a fixed order of packet lengths and directions can be observed.
TABLE I
S IGNATURE BY P INBALL FOR TP-L INK P LUG T OGGLING O N
(l, d)
66 ↑
66 ↓
74 ↑
1514 ↓
556 ↑
1293 ↓ ...
P
0.277 0.235
0.057
0.051
0.017
0.017
...

only look at this problem from a single perspective, we will
consider both a trusted defender who wants to leverage the
signatures to enhance the network security and a malicious
eavesdropper who attempts to sniff the side channel to access
the user privacy.

the extracted signatures will be able to identify the events more
accurately. However, it is also expected that the signatures
will not be too rigid so that they can be robust for the slight
changes of few packets in the signatures caused by the normal
updates of the device firmware or disturbance like packet retransmission and out-of-order. Based on these considerations,
we propose to use the length distributions of the bidirectional
packets generated by the devices after the event triggering as
the signatures. The signature for toggling on event of TP-Link
Smart Plug extracted by P INBALL is shown in Table I (not
complete, the first row is the packet length and direcition tuples
and the second is the probability values). Given a large amount
of total packets in the duration, the distribution signatures
are insensitive to the packet orders and little fluctuations in
the number of certain packets. But the occurrence of packets
with a key length can be reflected in the sample space of
the distribution to make the signatures distinguishable enough.
We then design P INBALL to automatically extract this kind of
signatures for smart home devices and use them to detect the
happening of the events.
B. Threat Model

A. Motivating Example
TP-Link Smart Plug is a typical smart home device that
can be turned on and off through the operations on the
corresponding application running on a smartphone. When it is
toggled on by the local smartphone, although the IP addresses
of the remote cloud endpoints vary, a packet sequence with
the same pattern of lengths and directions can always be
observed, as is shown in Fig. 1 (↑ for sending by the device
and ↓ for receiving from the peer, similarly hereinafter).
Based on this observation, P ING P ONG extracts the length
tuple of the “packet pairs” consisting of two ordered packets
with TCP payload in opposite directions in the sequence
as the signatures for the happening events. Specifically, for
the toggling on event of TP-Link Smart Plug, P ING P ONG
only extracts <556↑, 1293↓> as the signature for this event
and the other information in this pattern is discarded based
on the design of P ING P ONG. This kind of signatures are
order-sensitive so that P ING P ONG depends on the reliable
transmission mechanism of the TCP protocol to recover the
possible retransmission and out-of-order packets, leading to
that it cannot be applied to devices which only or mainly
use UDP protocol to communicate. As for methods that use
statistical characteristic values, such as average and maximum,
to represent the patterns of packet lengths and directions,
more information will be lost and the extracted features on
packet lengths will not be distinguishable enough so that
additional features like inter-arrival time of the packets and
machine learning models are required to improve the event
identification accuracy [6], [7].
Patterns with a fixed long sequence of packet lengths and
direcitons for a certain event triggering can be observed in
many smart home devices. If more information about the
sequence patterns rather than only a part of them like “packet
pairs” used by P ING P ONG can be encoded into the signatures,

We consider trusted and malicious sniffers at the same time
and describe how they acquire and utilize the signatures. For
both of them, we assume that they know the type of the smart
home devices they want to monitor but the traffic generated by
the devices is all encrypted so that the plaintext communication
is invisible. Trusted sniffers know the IP address configurations
of all the local smart home devices and can apply tools like
P INBALL to extract signatures for their normal behaviors.
Then they sniff behind the local gateway router to monitor
all the traffic generated by the smart home devices to detect
inconsistent behaviors with the known signatures and report
them as possible misbehaviors and intrusions. The malicious
eavesdroppers can be either a WAN sniffer or a WiFi sniffer.
They can acquire the desired signatures of their interested
events happening on the smart home devices from another
device with the same type. They use the visible IP address
fields to distinguish the traffic sources and try to match the
signatures with the traffic and then leverage the side channel
to infer the user privacy.
The signatures extracted by P INBALL can be used by both
the trusted and malicious sniffers. It is expected that the
signatures can describe the normal communication patterns of
the smart home devices so that they can be used for legitimate
purposes like intrusion detection. At the same time, the sensitive information of what really happens on the smart home
devices should be hidden by the confusing messages. Proper
measures should be taken to meet these two expectations in
the future development of smart home IoT ecosystems and we
will give a discussion about the possible approaches.
IV. P INBALL D ESIGN
P INBALL has two working phases: training phase and
detection phase. In the training phase, P INBALL tries to extract
signatures for the target event from labelled traffic traces. In

Fig. 2. Overview of P INBALL

the detection phase, P INBALL monitors all the traffic generated
by different devices in the network and detects traces which
can match the known signatures. For illustrative purpose, we
describe the working processes of P INBALL from a local WiFi
sniffer’s perspective. That is to say, P INBALL can use IP
addresses to distinguish traffic generated by different devices.
In this case, P INBALL extracts event signatures from all the
traffic generated by the smart home devices in a period without
caring about the communication objects and protocols. As for
a WAN sniffer who may monitor the traffic in front of a NAT
gateway with all the traffic multiplexed onto the router’s IP
address, P INBALL can also extract flow-level event signatures
for smart home devices by aggregating traffic with the same 5tuple flow identifier (source and destination IP address, source
and destination port and layer 4 protocol). In fact, for many
devices, the packets in their event signatures come from a
single flow. The overview of P INBALL is shown in Fig. 2 and
we then describe how P INBALL works in details.
A. Training Phase
In the training phase, P INBALL processes traffic traces
generated by a certain smart home device under the force
of a series of target event triggering. To collect the training
data for P INBALL, a total of N events (the same event
type, e.g. toggling on, repeated for N times), denoted as
{E1 , E2 , ..., En }, should be manually triggered with long
enough time intervals. And the traffic traces in this period
are captured with the timestamps of each event triggering
annotated as {T1 , T2 , ..., Tn }. For each triggered event Ei ,
P INBALL only focuses on the packets generated in a t-second
short time window after the event triggering and gets a subset
of packets Pi in which the time of all the packets generated
by the target device is in [Ti , Ti + t]. The length of the time
windows, t, is not a sensitive parameter and can be set as
10 seconds to be a proper value, which is long enough to
allow all traffic related to the event to complete. P INBALL is
only
S interested in the lengths and directions of the packets
in {P1 , P2 , ..., Pn } and regards them as a random variable,
whose value is a 2-tuple that represents the length and direction of a packet like (length, direction). The direction can be
inbound or outbound and the packet lengths are constrained
by the minimum frame size and the maximum transmission
unit of the data link layer. The output of P INBALL in training
phase is a discrete probability distribution P (X) and it serves
as the final signature for the corresponding event.

P INBALL will select length and direction tuples of packets
that are strongly relevant with the triggered event to be added
into the sample space of P (X). For the determination of the
packets strongly relevant with the triggered event, P INBALL
finds the packets whose length and direction tuples occur
for more than 0.9N times after a total of N events (the
performance is also not very sensitive to the factor 0.9 and
there is a trade-off between the precision and robustness).
In other words, for a length and direction tuple denoted as
(l, d), if there are packets coming from more than 0.9N
packet sets among a total of N packet sets {P1 , P2 , ..., Pn }
collected from the triggered events, with their length and
direction tuple the same as (l, d), then the tuple (l, d) will be
added into the sample space of the final distribution signature
P (X). Sometimes, packets in the same direction and simliar
lengths may occur in turns after the different triggering of
the same event. Therefore, if packets in the same direction
whose lengths are in a continuous range also occur for more
than 0.9N times after a total of N events, a range of packet
length and direction tuples, denoted as ([la , lb ], d), can also be
selected as a whole to be added into the sample space of the
final distribution signature. Note that it is required that every
single tuple S
(l, d) with la ≤ l ≤ lb must occur at least once in
the full set {P1 , P2 , ..., Pn } and otherwise tuples cannot be
aggregated as a continuous range with packets in some certain
lengths missed.
After the determination of the sample space of P (X),
denoted as X = {(l, d)1 , ...(l, d)i , ...([lja , ljb ], dj ), ...},
we calculate
P their probabilities as frequencies: P (x) =
Count(x)/ xi ∈X Count(xi ), where Count(·) is a function
that takes a length and direction tuple (l, d) as input and returns
the number of packets whose length
and direction tuple are
S
the same as (l, d) in the full set {P1 , P2 , ..., Pn }. Finally, we
will get a discrete probability distribution describing a random
variable whose value is either an exact tuple of packet length
and direction or a continuous range of packet lengths with the
same direction. A distribution in the following format is the
final signature extracted by P INBALL.

 

X
... (l, d)i ... ([lja , ljb ], dj ) ...

=

P (X)
...
pi
...
pj
...
B. Detection Phase
In the detection phase, P INBALL monitors all the traffic
generated by different devices in the network and tries to
find traffic that matches the known signature and reports it
as a detection of the event. Supposing P INBALL is detecting
an event whose signature is a discrete probability distribution
with a k-dimensional sample space, denoted as P (X) =
(p1 , p2 , ..., pk ), P INBALL sets a sliding time window in the
same length as that in the training phase (t) and calculates the
distribution of the k values in the sample space of P (X) in every time window by estimating probability with frequency for
packets generated by every device in the network. The sliding
time window moves in a stride of 1 second. Thus, for every
second and every device in the network, P INBALL will get a

distribution with the same sample space as P (X), denoted as
Q(X) = (q1 , q2 , ..., qk ). P INBALL determines whether Q(X)
is a match with the signature P (X) by calculating discrepancy
metrics for them and if their discrepancy metrics are less
than the thresholds, P INBALL will report that a corresponding
event of P (X) happens on the device which generates the
distribution Q(X) at that time.
Metrics that measure the discrepancy of two probability
distributions can be used by P INBALL to determine whether
the distribution in a time window Q(X) is a match with
the signature P (X). Hellinger distance and KL-divergence
are both typical metrics that measure the discrepancy of
two probability q
distributions, with their formulation being
√
Pk √
√
√ 2
1
qi ) = √12 || P − Q||2
H(P, Q) = √2
i=1 ( pi −
Pk
and DKL (P ||Q) = i=1 pi log pqii . Hellinger distance is the
probabilistic analog of Euclidean distance with a bounded
range [0, 1]. KL-divergence is also called relative entropy
and is widely used in machine learning fields to measure the
discrepancy of two probability distributions. These two metrics
are both employed by P INBALL. However, notice that if some
tuples with low probabilities in the signature P (X) are missed
with a 0 probability in Q(X), this kind of discrepancy cannot
be well reflected in the metric of Hellinger distance and KLdivergence. But some key packet length and direction tuples
with low probabilities in the signatures also matter for the
determination of the signature match. The occurrence of some
key packets should be necessary even though they may have
low probabilities in the signatures. Therefore, we define the
third metric called occurrence discrepancy in the following
formulation:(
Pqj =0
1
p ≥ 0.01
f (pj )
j
, OD(P, Q) = P
f (p) = p
.
k
i f (pi )
100 otherwise
In this metric, only values in the sample space of P (X) that
are missed in Q(X) contribute to the discrepancy value. The
function f (p) calculates the weights of different values in
this metric based on their probabilities in the signature P (X).
And the smaller the probability of the value in P (X) is, the
higher weight it gets in this metric. A bound of 0.01 is set
to avoid some values getting too high weights. Values with
high probabilities in the signature only get little weight in this
metric because a large value of Hellinger distance and KLdivergence metrics will be caused once they are missed.
A practical way to decide the thresholds for the metrics
is to set them according to the discrepancy values between
the signatures and the distributions calculated from the time
windows after {T1 , T2 , ..., Tn } in the training phase. The
thresholds for match with the signatures can be set as a value
that is a little bit greater than the maximum metric values
observed on the groundtruth events in the training phase.
In fact, as will be demonstrated later, benefiting from the
discrimination of the signatures extracted by P INBALL, it is
okay to set the thresholds in a relatively wide range.
Finally, P INBALL adds a debounce handling to the report
of the detected events. Because the packets generated after
an event triggering can span a long duration but the sliding

window only moves in the stride of 1 second, there may be
several successive matches with the signatures in a series of
time windows. P INBALL only reports the detected event once
for these successive matches.
V. E VALUATION
P INBALL is evaluated on a wide range of public available datasets covering lots of different smart home devices.
Our prototype implementation of P INBALL and signatures
extracted by P INBALL on the evaluation datasets are also
released for public access [24]. The datasets used to evaluate
P INBALL include:
Dataset 1: PingPong Evaluation Dataset. This dataset [5] is
built by the authors of P ING P ONG to evaluate the performance
of P ING P ONG. Traffic traces of 19 popular smart home devices
are collected in the dataset. The dataset is made up of a training
set and a testing set. In every subset, a total of 100 events are
generated for each device with the timestamps automatically
recorded (for events with binary values, e.g. toggling on and
toggling off, each of them are generated 50 times and there
are totally 25 different event types for all the devices). In the
training set, the traffic of each device is collected individually
without any background traffic. And in the testing set, traffic
generated by different devices are mixed up with additional
background traffic generated by other IoT devices and generalpurpose devices. As P INBALL takes the same data format as
inputs as P ING P ONG, this dataset can be directly used for
the evaluation of P INBALL. We apply P INBALL to extract
signatures and detect events for the smart home devices in
this dataset from a WiFi sniffer’s perspective and compare
the results with P ING P ONG. However, due to the limitation
of P ING P ONG, the devices under evaluation in this dataset all
use TCP protocol to communicate.
Dataset 2: MonIoTr Dataset. The MonIoTr dataset [25]
contains traffic generated by 55 distinct smart home devices in
different locations and network settings. For every device in
the dataset, different events are triggered manually for several
times and the traffic generated in a short period after the event
triggering is collected with the timestamps of event triggering
annotated. We apply P INBALL to extract event signatures for
the devices in the dataset. A set of devices which mainly use
UDP protocol to communicate are included in the dataset and
can be used to test the generality of P INBALL by checking
whether it can successfully extract event signatures for devices
using UDP protocol.
Dataset 3: UNSW Dataset. The UNSW dataset [15], [21]
is collected from a real-life “smart environment” that serves
a wide range of IoT and non-IoT devices over its network
infrastructure. There are traffic traces generated by 24 smart
home devices and 6 general-purpose devices during a period
of 20 days in the dataset.
Dataset 4: Yourthings Dataset. The Yourthings dataset [1]
contains traffic traces for 45 smart home devices collected in
a period of 10 days.
Dataset 5: CICIDS2017 Dataset. This dataset contains simulated network traffic for an office space with two servers

TABLE II
E VALUATION R ESULTS AND C OMPARISON BETWEEN P INBALL AND
P ING P ONG

P INBALL
P ING P ONG

match rate
(per 100
events,
dataset 1)

false positive
rate (per
100 events,
dataset 1)

UDP
support
(dataset
2)

false positives
(per signature,
dataset 3, 4
and 5)

98.40
97.56

0.08
0.32

"
#

3
11

TABLE III
S IGNATURE BY P INBALL FOR D-L INK P LUG S TATE C HANGE
(l, d)
54 ↑
66 ↑
74 ↑
288 ↑ 784 ↑
1052 ↑
54 ↓
P
0.263
0.132
0.050
0.031
0.031
0.030
0.180
(l, d)
66 ↓
74 ↓
91 ↓
103 ↓ 647 ↓
1227 ↓
P
0.124
0.031
0.033
0.032
0.032
0.032

and 10 laptops/desktops with diverse operating systems [26].
We only use the Monday trace of normal traffic without any
injected intrusion traffic in this dataset.
P INBALL cannot extract signatures for the devices in dataset
3, 4 and 5 due to the lack of the annotations about the
event triggering. However, the traffic traces in these 3 datasets
are generated by different smart home devices and generalpurpose devices that are not contained by dataset 1. Thus, we
use these datasets to check the uniqueness of the signatures
extracted by P INBALL by detecting events in these datasets
with the signatures extracted from the PingPong evaluation
dataset, with the expectation that no event (false positive)
should be detected in these 3 datasets. It is also very important
to evaluate whether the signatures are unique enough to avoid
causing large amounts of false positives when they are used
to detect events in the wild.
The evaluation results and comparison between P INBALL
and P ING P ONG are summarized in Table II. Firstly, for all the
devices and events that P ING P ONG can extract signatures for,
P INBALL can also extract signatures for them. And in the event
detection evaluation, P INBALL achieves higher detection rate
for events that really happened on the devices and lower false
positive rate than P ING P ONG. Besides, for a set of devices
that mainly use UDP protocol to communicate and P ING P ONG
cannot be applied to, including Ring Doorbell, Bosiwo Camera
and Lightify Hub, etc., P INBALL also successfully extracts
event signatures for them. Finally, in the uniqueness checking
evaluation, despite large volumes of traffic data in the 3
datasets containing more than 400 million packets in total,
the signatures extracted by P INBALL are sufficiently unique
to avoid too many false positives. P INBALL also reports fewer
false positives in these 3 datasets than P ING P ONG because
more information about the communication patterns of the
events is encoded into the signatures extracted by P INBALL.
We then use 3 concrete devices in the PingPong evaluation
dataset to illustrate how the signatures extracted by P INBALL
look like and why P INBALL can achieve better performance
than P ING P ONG.
D-Link Plug State Change: The signatures for the state
change event (switch between power on and off) of the D-Link
Plug device extracted by P ING P ONG from the communication
between the device and the remote cloud endpoints are two

Fig. 3. KL-divergence metrics for D-Link Plug State Change

Fig. 4. Hellinger distance metrics for D-Link Plug State Change

short sequences of packet lengths and directions: <91↓, 1227↓,
784↑> and <1052↑, 647↓>. The packet length distribution
signature extracted by P INBALL for the same event is shown
in Table III. The length and direction tuples in the signature
extracted by P INBALL all come from a single TCP flow and
we can see that the key packet length and direction tuples in
the signatures extracted by P ING P ONG are all included in the
signature by P INBALL. The metric values of KL-divergence
and Hellinger distance in the event detection process of P IN BALL are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 (The other line represents
the discrepancy metric values of another device in the dataset
that are smallest among the devices except the D-Link Plug
itself and the metric values of other devices are always too
large so that are omitted in the figures). We can see that in
the time windows after the triggered events, the discrepancy
metric values are almost 0 between the signature and the
corresponding distribution of packet lengths and directions
of the device. And the threshold values for the metrics can
be set in a relatively wide range. Besides, P ING P ONG can
only detect 95 matches with the signature for the events that
are actually triggered 100 times but P INBALL can perfectly
detect all of them. This may result from the facts indicated
by the areas in the red rectangles in the figures. We can
observe slight increases in the discrepancy metric values for
some triggered events caused by the packet losses. Benifiting
from more information encoded into the signature, the lost
packets only have a very small impact on the event detection
of P INBALL and it can still detect them with the threshold
values set properly. However, for P ING P ONG, once the key
packets are lost, the signatuers will be invalid and P ING P ONG
will miss these actually triggered events.
SmartThings Plug Toggling On/Off: SmartThings Plug is
a smart home device that works relying on the Samsung
SmartThings programmable IoT platform [27]. We use this

TABLE IV
S IGNATURES BY P INBALL FOR S MART T HINGS P LUG
(a) Toggling On
(l, d)
66 ↑
74 ↑
136 ↑ 279 ↑ 699 ↑
P
0.310
0.050
0.104
0.049
0.053
(l, d)
66 ↓
74 ↓
511 ↓
612 ↓
777 ↓
P
0.229
0.050
0.049
0.049
0.058
(l, d)
P
(l, d)
P

66 ↑
0.319
66 ↓
0.233

(b) Toggling Off
74 ↑
136 ↑ 279 ↑
0.052
0.097
0.047
74 ↓
511 ↓
616 ↓
0.053
0.048
0.047

700 ↑
0.049
780 ↓
0.054

TABLE V
S IGNATURES BY P INBALL FOR N EST T HERMOSTAT
(a) Fan On
(l, d)
66 ↑
74 ↑
66 ↓
74 ↓
P
0.464
0.055
0.323
0.055
(l, d)
[891, 894] ↑
[830, 834] ↓
P
0.052
0.052
(l, d)
P
(l, d)
P

(b) Fan Off
66 ↑
74 ↑
66 ↓
74 ↓
0.481
0.055
0.317
0.059
[858, 860] ↑
[829, 834] ↓
0.044
0.045

Fig. 5. KL-divergence metrics for SmartThings Plug Toggling On

Fig. 6. KL-divergence metrics for Nest Thermostat Fan On

case to illustrate the differences in the signatures of dual events
extracted by P INBALL for the same device (e.g. toggling on
and off). The signature extracted by P ING P ONG for toggling
on event of the SmartThings Plug from the communication
between the local smartphone and the remote cloud endpoints
is <699↑, 511↓> and <777↓, 136↑> and that for toggling off
event is <700↑, 511↓> and <780↓, 136↑>. The signatures
extracted by P INBALL for these two dual events are shown in
Table IV. Again, we can see that the packet length tuples
in the signatures extracted by P ING P ONG are all included
in the signatures by P INBALL. Besides, P INBALL finds additional packets that can distinguish these two events (612↓ for
toggling on and 616↓ for toggling off). The KL-divergence
metrics (Hellinger distance is similar) in the detection process
of toggling on event by P INBALL are shown in Fig. 5 (The
toggling on and toggling off events are triggered alternately
for 50 times each and some other devices that have a relatively small metrics are also shown in the figure, similarly
hereinafter). Although there are many common packet length
and direction tuples with similar probabilities in the signatures
of these two dual events, the different packets in the signatures
are still distinguishable enough and the threshold values can
also be set in a relatively wide range. For these two events,
P ING P ONG only detects 92 matches with the signatures, however, P INBALL detects all the actually triggered events again
without any miss. We think this can be partially attributed
to the common packet length and direction tuples in the two
signatures. Although they cannot distinguish these two dual
events, they help with the detection of the happening of both
the two events. And it is unwise for P ING P ONG to discard
this kind of imformation in the signatures.
Nest Thermostat Fan On/Off: We use this case to show
the effect of the third discrepancy metric called occurrence
discrepancy used in P INBALL. The signatures extracted by

P ING P ONG for these two events of Nest Thermostat are
<[891, 894]↑, [830, 834]↓> for the fan on event and <[858,
860]↑, [829, 834]↓> for the fan off event. The signatures
extracted by P INBALL for these two events are shown in
Table V. We can see that P INBALL finds the same ranges
of packet lengths with P ING P ONG in the signatures. Besides
the two continuous ranges of packet lengths in the signatures,
the other packet length and direction tuples are common in the
signatures of other devices and have high probabilities (packets
in 66-byte and 74-byte length are usually TCP headers plus
different optional fields without any payload). And the KLdivergence metrics and occurrence discrepancy metrics in the
detection process of the fan on event by P INBALL are shown
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. We can see that the KL-divergence
metrics are not as distinguishable in this case as it is in
the former 2 cases. There are only small differences in KLdivergence metrics between the dual on/off events and the
distributions generated by other devices. However, the occurrence discrepancy metrics have high distinguishability for the
signatures of these two events because the range values with
low probabilities in these two signatures can get high weights
in this metric. For these two events, P ING P ONG can only
detect 92 matches with one false positive and P INBALL detects
95 matches without false positives. For some events that both
P INBALL and P ING P ONG fail to detect, it may be due to the
fact that too many distinguishable packets in the signatures
are lost (see the areas in the red rectangles indicating large
occurrence discrepancy values in Fig. 7). The same reason
may also account for why P INBALL still has some misses for
the detection of the actually triggered events.
To sum up, the evaluation results show that P INBALL is a
universal tool that can extract event signatures for smart home
devices no matter what protocols they use to communicate.
Moreover, the signatures extracted by P INBALL are also more

Fig. 7. occurrence discrepancy metrics for Nest Thermostat Fan On

robust because P INBALL has more information about the
communication patterns encoded into the signatures in orderinsensitive probability distribution formats. Thus, P INBALL
can achieve higher event detection rate and lower false positive
rate than pervious state-of-the-art methods.
VI. P OSSIBLE C OUNTERMEASURES
Despite the generality and robustness of P INBALL, such
signatures are double-edged swords. Considering the threat to
the user privacy, many previous works try to propose methods
to eliminate this packet-length-based side channel, including
packet padding, traffic shaping and traffic injection [5], [11],
[12], [28]. It is suggested in the discussion about P ING P ONG
that a middlebox-based VPN gateway that pads all the packets
generated by the smart home devices to the same length
(e.g. MTU) is a feasible approach to defend the side channel
attacks [12], [28]. However, the VPN-based technique may
work for those devices that only or mainly use TCP protocol
to communicate, but for devices that P ING P ONG does not
apply to and use UDP protocol to exchange large volumes
of real-time data, like IP cameras and digital video recorders
(DVR), a middlebox-based VPN will cause high overhead and
it may inhibit the normal functionalities of these devices by
causing long transferring latency. Moreover, The middleboxbased approach only defends against the malicious WAN
sniffers except the local WiFi sniffers and it is impractical to
implement on-device VPN due to the constraint of the limited
computational resources of the smart home devices. Last but
not the least, complete elimination of these side-channels will
also make the security enhancement systems that monitor the
traffic generated by the devices based on the packet length
signatures fail to work [8]–[10].
Regarding the signatures by P INBALL as double-edged
swords, we really need a trade-off between data availability
and data privacy. This problem is also investigated by the differential privacy community [29]. Inspired by this, we propose
to use techniques in differential privacy area to deal with the
event signatures of smart home devices. More concretely, we
can use mechanisms like randomized response (coin flipping)
[30] to add noise to these signatures. A possible approach
that can satisfy both sides may be to pad the packets in a
regular way and generate additional confusing traffic that can
hide what exactly happens on the smart home devices but
also provide a clear profile about the normal communication
behaviors of the devices. For example, the same sequence

pattern can be used for the toggling on and toggling off events
for smart plug devices. As can be observed in the existing
smart plug devices, there are only small differences in the
sequence patterns of the toggling on and toggling off events
of the same device so it will not take much effort to pad them
into the same pattern. If the events of toggling on and off
have the same signature, the malicious eavesdroppers will not
be able to distinguish which event is happening on the device.
Nevertheless, this may be not enough because it will fail once
the adversaries get to know only one exact event that happens
and then they can infer the other events in the sequences
based on the paired occurrence of the two events. Thus, it
is suggested that the devices can generate traffic in the same
patterns without the corresponding events really triggered in
their idle periods to confuse the adversaries so that an observed
signature does not always indicate a real event happening.
That is to say, we break the mapping relationship between
the traffic signatures and the trigger-events of the smart home
devices rather than eliminate the signatures. In this way, the
intrusions that do not exhibit these patterns, like scanning and
flooding attacks, can also be detected based on the signatures
and the generated decoy traffic in idle periods will not inhibit
the functionalities of the devices.
The implementations of the smart home devices need to
be changed to adopt the meatures we propose above. As
for devices that have been deployed, this can be finished
by the firmware update. In fact, privacy-by-design framework
that gives guidance on the development and implementation
of smart home devices has already been proposed [31]. But
previous works that focus on the user privacy issues of the
smart home ecosystems concentrate more on what data the
devices collect and how they are stored and uesd [31]–[33], the
side channels that may also expose the user privacy have been
ignored. We leave the empirical evaluation of our proposed
countermeasures in the future work and we also hope other
effective methods that make full use of the packet-length-based
signatures we present in this paper as a double-edged sword
can be proposed.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present P INBALL, a universal tool that can
automatically extract robust signatures for smart home devices.
We use experiments to show that P INBALL is a universal
application and has advantages on simplicity and robustness
compared with previous methods. We also take the first step
to regard the packet-length-based side channels of smart home
devices in a comprehensive perspective and propose possible
measures that can be taken to make the event signatures of
these devices able to be used by trusted network managers in
a privacy-preserved way.
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